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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Project Description
Sawyer County, Wisconsin retained Short Elliott Hendrickson Inc. (SEH®) to
determine the hydraulic controls in the Round Lake Chain of Lakes. (Round
Lake, Little Round Lake, Osprey Lake, and Osprey Creek). Figure 1 shows
the entire study area.
The lakes and flowages within the study area support recreation and tourism
activities. Development around the lakes includes a mix of traditional
seasonal cabin, undeveloped shoreline, and vacation homes including lands
in private, public, and tribal ownership. There has been a long history of high
and low water extremes in the system. The purpose of this study is to
determine the hydraulic controls impacting the elevation of Round Lake,
Little Round, and Osprey Lakes.
SEH previously completed a Regional Flood Elevation (RFE) assessment for
a system of eleven water bodies located at the headwaters of the Couderay
River, including the Round Chain of Lakes. The models developed for that
RFE study were used to assess the controls in this study.

1.2

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to provide Sawyer County and the Round Lake
Task Force with a technical understanding of the physical hydraulic
constrictions in the system that impact lake elevations and the associated
flow rates and lake stages. This information is needed by the County and the
Task Force as they develop a strategy for future control of lake levels on
Round Lake. An understanding of the effect and effectiveness of existing
hydraulic controls will be a large factor in those decisions.

2.0

Previous Studies and Information
Preliminary models developed by Northern Wisconsin Based Engineers
(NWBE) and its subcontractor, Carthel Engineering, LLC to perform a RFE
assessment were used by SEH as a basis for the RFE determination Study. In
doing the study the original models were modified extensively by SEH and
supplemented with additional survey data. The final models and associated
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reports were submitted the WDNR on December 29, 2006 and are pending
review and approval at this time. The submitted RFE’s are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Submitted Round Lake, Little Round Lake, and Osprey Lake Regional Flood Elevations
Regional Flood Elevation
Round Lake
Little Round Lake
Osprey Lake

1346.98
1346.97
1346.53

The SEH models from the RFE determination were used in this study.
2.1

Round Lake System
The Round Lake System includes Round Lake, Little Round Lake, Osprey
Lake, and Osprey Creek. Round Lake, the headwaters of the system can
receive water from another watershed, the North Fork Chief River.
In 1937, the Tiger Cat Dam was constructed across the North Fork Chief
River. The resultant impoundment, Tiger Cat Flowage, was created with the
intent to be used for both recreation and to eventually provide water to raise
the level of Round Lake when needed. Water can flow from Tiger Cat
Flowage to Round Lake through a series of diversion canals and
impoundments. Tiger Cat Flowage drains through a stream channel and a
large culvert arch pipe under Tiger Cat Road to Burns Lake. Burns Lake
flows into Lake Placid. Lake Placid is connected to Round Lake via a
2,000-foot canal. Flow out of Lake Placid is controlled by a single 30-inch
culvert pipe under McClaine Road and a diversion structure consisting of , a
reinforced concrete structure with a single timber stop log bay. The dam and
associated diversion canals were completed and put into use in 1939-1940
but beyond that time little historic record of their use or operation exists. Due
to concerns with the biologic integrity of the two system, the diversion is not
in use and is likely to be abandoned. These controls were not evaluated in
this analysis.
Round Lake is directly connected to Little Round Lake, separated only by the
bridge opening under the roadway of CTH B. Water flows between Round
Lake and Little Round Lake under the CTH B bridge. This connection
performs no hydraulic control in the system; thus, the water surface of the
two lakes is nearly always the same.
The outlet of Little Round Lake is controlled by the Little Round Lake Dam,
also known as the Carlson Road Dam, and located in the northwest quarter of
Section 1, Township 40 North, Range 8 West, Town of Hayward. The Little
Round Lake Dam consists of a wooden bridge structure with wooden wing
walls and a wooden sill. The physical constriction and two five-foot stop log
bays provide the hydraulic control of the structure. Little Round Lake Dam
has a history of having a stop log in place, with a weir elevation of
approximately 1345 feet. The actual sill elevation is approximately 1343.7
feet, but is overlain by a considerable amount of sediment.
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A channel approximately 1,800 feet long extends from the Little Round Lake
Dam downstream to Osprey Lake. Osprey Lake was formerly know as
Squaw Lake and appears by that name on some maps and historic references.
About the first 300 feet of the channel is dredged, with a stream width of 20
to 25 feet; the remainder of the channel is a narrow stream that meanders
through a thick growth of cattails and other wetland plants. This is
considered to be a man-made connection between the lakes.
A second channel connects the southeastern corner of Little Round Lake to
the north side of Osprey Lake. This connection, through a wide wetland area,
is considered to be the natural connection between the lakes. Flow from
Little Round Lake through this connection is controlled by a private road
extending south from Thunderbird Road. The low point in the road profile is
1347.11 feet. A small diameter culvert (approximately 12”) under the private
road with an invert of 1343.97 feet appears to plug easily. An earthen berm
approximately 800 feet downstream of the culvert has a minimum top
elevation of 1345.72 feet and controls flow through this second channel.
(Note: This low point is in a breach, with the remaining berm approximately
a foot higher.) Flow from Little Round Lake to Osprey Lake through this
second channel was not modeled. The physical restrictions in the second
channel and limited head differential prohibit any substantial flow from
passing through this secondary channel. Notification of when water
elevations are high enough for the potential of flow to pass through this
secondary channel are made in this report.
Osprey Lake drains to Osprey Creek, a meandering channel through wetlands
that eventually reaches Lake Lac-Courte-Oreilles. The stream channel
distance of Osprey Creek from Osprey Lake to Lac-Courte-Oreilles is
approximately five miles. There are two roadway crossings of Osprey Creek:
twin 48-inch culvert pipes at CTH NN and a set of four culvert pipes at CTH
E (twin 30-inch pipes and a 54-inch and 60-inch pipe installed side-by-side).
Two large beaver dams between Osprey Lake and CTH NN were identified,
surveyed and included in the hydraulic model.

3.0

Hydraulic Control Evaluation versus Regional Flood
Elevation

3.1

Hydraulic Controls
Hydraulic control is a measure of how much gradient is required to push a set
volume of water through a structure, channel, or system. Within every
natural and man made riverine system there are physical restrictions that
control the amount of water that can pass. These can be very specific points
such as what we typically think of as hydraulic controls, like obstructions
(dam or rock outcropping) or constrictions (culvert or bridge openings).
Additionally, controls can be a reach, or stretch of river that has less capacity
than the rest of the river channel upstream and downstream of it. These
“channel controls” can be the result of things such as a riffle or low gradient
stretch of river, a rougher stream bed and/or bank, or a change in the cross
sectional area of the river. Hydrologic controls determine the amount of
water that can pass through a point and the head that is required to make that
water pass.
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A hydrologic control is analogous to a spray nozzle on a garden hose. A
garden hose can flow a certain volume of water without any attachments
being added. If a spray nozzle is attached to the end of that flowing garden
hose, pressure builds up and the water sprays out of the nozzle at a much
higher speed. The volume of water coming out of the garden hose is similar
before and after we attach the nozzle, but there is significantly more pressure
built up in the hose with the nozzle attached. Likewise, a river flowing at a
set volume has a certain water surface elevation required to make it continue
flowing. If we put a control in the stream, just like the hose building
additional pressure, the stream water surface elevation just upstream of that
control would need to rise to be able to maintain that same flow through the
control.
The evaluation of hydraulic controls in this report looks at the points in the
system that are restricting flow and the relation to upstream lake elevation of
the restrictions for flows ranging from 1 cfs to 80 cfs (the peak flow modeled
in the 100-year RFE study at the Little Round Lake Dam was approximately
76 cfs). The evaluations of hydraulic controls are made in steady state,
meaning a constant flow rate was used in the model run for this evaluation.
3.2

Regional Flood Elevation
RFE determination is an evaluation of the interaction of all hydraulic controls
in a system with the inflow of the 100-year storm event. The hydraulic
controls in the system determine how fast water can leave the system, while
the hydrology of the 100-year rain event determines how fast water comes
into the system. The RFE models predict the relation of this inflow versus
outflow based on the flow capacities of the control and the timing of the
runoff.
In the case of Round and Little Round Lake, this evaluation is analogous to
that same garden hose being used to drain a swimming pool, with the Little
Round Dam, CTH NN culverts, and other hydraulic controls representing the
nozzle attached to the outlet or the hydraulic control of that drain hose. The
rate that the pool will drain varies quite a bit with and without the nozzle;
however, in this system that rate is measured in days, not hours. If six inches
of rain fall on the swimming pool in an afternoon, the pool will rise about six
inches, regardless of whether there is a nozzle controlling the garden hose
outlet or not. However, how long it takes for the pool to drain those
additional six inches back out is greatly dependant on the amount of
restriction, or hydrologic control, of the nozzle.
In the Round Lake Chain, a very large volume of water flows into the lakes
during the 100-year rainfall event as compared to what the system is capable
of passing. Round Lake acts very much like the pool in the above example.
This is not to say that hydraulic controls have no impact on the RFE of
Round Lake. Because the volume of water coming from a rain event is
significantly larger than that leaving the system, flooding in this system is
very dependant on the elevation of the lake and the start of the rain event.
The lake elevation is dependant on the time since it last rained and the rate
the water can leave the system through the most restrictive hydraulic control.
Thus controls, and the manipulation of them, play a significant role in the
starting elevation of the lakes and thus the flooding potential of the Round
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Lake Chain of Lakes. The HEC-RAS model was run under various scenarios
of potential hydraulic control to evaluate the significance of each control
system.
To confirm the significance of the starting elevation and hydrology and the
insignificance of hydraulic controls on the RFE, the RFE model was also run
under various scenarios of potential hydraulic control. The RFE model is an
unsteady model, meaning it routes a rainfall runoff hydrograph through the
system, using known or assumed starting conditions such as flow and lake
elevation.

4.0

Analysis Methodology
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center
HEC-RAS (Hydrologic Engineering Center River Analysis System) version
3.1.3, was used in this evaluation. The software is available for download at
the HEC website.
Controls evaluated include the channel downstream of CTH NN, the culverts
at CTH NN, the beaver dams located between CTH NN and Osprey Lake,
the channel downstream of the Little Round Lake Dam, the Little Round
Lake Dam with boards, at the sill, and removed entirely, and the CTH B
bridge between Round and Little Round Lakes. Photos of the hydraulic
controls evaluated are found in the photo log in Appendix A.

5.0

Hydraulics
The HEC-RAS hydraulic model requires geometric and flow inputs.
Geometric data includes cross sections that describe the channel or water
body, storage area volume and minimum elevation, Manning’s η values to
describe the channel roughness, and ineffective flow boundaries and
expansion and contraction coefficients to model channel constrictions such as
bridges. Lakes in the HEC-RAS unsteady model are modeled as storage
areas and as cross sections taken from USGS topographic maps in the steady
state model.
River transects used in the model came from surveyed data. In some cases
the over bank area elevations were interpreted from USGS 7.5 minute
topographic maps if the field survey was not, or could not be extended far
enough. Bridge geometry was collected in the field and from Wisconsin
Department of Transportation (WisDOT) bridge hydraulic reports and plans.
Manning’s η values were estimated from field observation, aerial photos, and
site photographs using standard references. Expansion and contraction cross
section were included in the model. Ineffective flow areas were calculated at
these sections.
Transect locations are generally shown on Figure 2 and detailed locations
and data are found in Appendix B.

6.0

Results
Round Lake and Little Round Lake have a normal surface area of 3,322 acres
and 192 acres respectively. The 100-year rain event of 6 inches that falls on
the surface of these lakes amounts to 76,534,920 cubic feet of water, or about
573,000,000 gallons. That does not include the runoff from the surrounding
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land. The Little Round Lake Dam maximum outflow rate modeled in the
RFE study during the 100-year rainfall event was 71.2 cfs, or about 32,000
gallons per minute. If we assume this peak flow was maintained for 24 hours,
this would equate to just a 1/2-inch drop in lake elevation per day. The 6-inch
100-year rain event caused a rise of nearly 10 inches. To put this in
perspective, lake elevations can drop 1/4-inch per day or more due to
evaporation on a dry summer day.
The above calculations illustrate how little short term impact individual
hydraulic controls have on Round Lake elevations. Due to the massive
volume of available storage in Round and Little Round Lakes, the inflow
hydrograph has limited effect on the outflow hydrograph. However, the
hydraulic controls do control how quickly the lake drains after an event, and
thus the elevation of the lakes over the long run. The elevation of the lake at
the beginning of an event is the critical factor in determining how high the
lake will get during an individual event; thus, hydraulic controls in Round
Lake system impact lake elevation primarily through the manipulation of
storage.
6.1

Osprey Lake Hydraulic Controls
Three major hydraulic controls influence the elevations of Osprey Lake.
These include the beaver dams that are located between Osprey Lake and
CTH NN, the CTH NN culverts, and the Osprey Creek channel itself.
Currently, the beaver dam is the control from base flow up to 78 cfs (with an
associated elevation of Osprey Lake of 1345.62 feet). The CTH NN culverts
become the control above this point.
The CTH NN culverts are inlet controlled; meaning the limiting factor of
how much water can pass through the culvert pipe is restricted by how much
water can get into the culvert entrance itself. The channel downstream of the
culverts does not have any impact on the elevations of Osprey Lake.
The peak flow at the CTH NN culverts during the RFE modeling was 100.2
cfs so the CTH NN culverts are the control for Osprey Lake during the
100-year event.
Additional model scenarios were run that include the removal of the beaver
dams with the CTH NN culverts in place, and a “natural” channel at the
CTH NN culvert crossing. Figure 3 shows the modification that was done to
the model reach to represent a natural channel.
With the beaver dams removed, the CTH NN culverts become the control for
Osprey Lake at all flows. The elevation of Osprey Lake would be lower for
all flows if the CTH NN culverts were removed and restored to the “natural”
channel. Figure 4 shows the results of the various model runs.

6.2

Hydraulic Controls Evaluation
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Round Lake Hydraulic Controls
The controls of Round Lake were evaluated using three scenarios: with
boards in the Little Round Lake dam set at 1345 feet (77.25 feet local
datum); with no boards in the Little Round Lake dam and the sill clear
(beaver dams intact); and with the beaver dams removed. Within each
scenario the impacts of removing the Little Round Lake dam structure and/or
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combined hydraulic control through 80 cfs. Figure 5 shows the relative
importance of each at varying flows. The channel is the main control, and
additional impact from the dam constriction has a greater influence on flow
restriction than the backwater from the CTH NN culvert. For example, at a
lake elevation of 1346 feet, the backwater from CTH NN culverts reduces
flow by 3 cfs while the channel restriction reduces the flow by 1 cfs.
6.3

Impacts of Hydraulic Control on RFE elevation
Hydraulic controls in the Round Lake Chain were also evaluated using the
RFE model in the unsteady state. Modeled results indicate the above
scenarios have a direct impact on the 100-year flood elevation of Round
Lake of up to 0.03 feet and a direct impact on Osprey Lake of up to 0.39 feet.
The controls evaluated have no impact on the 100-year elevation of the
downstream lakes. Table 3 shows the relative impacts. Current conditions on
Round Lake were the most restrictive hydraulic control scenarios evaluated.
Scenarios that allow the hydraulic controls between Round Lake and Osprey
to pass more water, but do not alter the control downstream of Osprey Lake,
caused Osprey Lake’s 100-year flood elevation to be higher in the models.
Scenarios where controls downstream of Osprey were made less restrictive
always resulted in lower modeled Osprey Lake 100-year flood elevations,
regardless of if more water was passing from the upstream Round and Little
Round Lakes or not.

7.0

Recommendations and Conclusions

7.1

Philosophy of Recommendations
Due to the large amount of storage within the system and the small change in
elevation between lakes, limited “control” of lakes’ flood elevations during
individual events can be expected. There is no ability to open the flood gates
and let massive amounts of water out in a short time. Gradients between all
lakes are extremely low and no management recommendations can be made
to change this fact.
The amount of available storage at the beginning of an event has the greatest
impact on lake elevations in this system. This available storage in the system
is directly dependant on the amount of rainfall over the previous period of
time, the time since that previous rain fell, and the rate that hydraulic controls
in the system pass water between events. Extended periods of wet or dry
weather have the greatest impact on lake elevations. Since a management
recommendation to control rainfall is unrealistic, the philosophy of the
recommendations in this report aim to minimize the impacts of these
climatological occurrences by manipulating the rate that the hydraulic
controls in the system pass water.
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Table 3
Impact of Hydraulic Controls on 100-Year Flood Elevations (RFE Model)

Lake

Initial Water
Surface
Elevation

Round Lake

1346.15

Little Round Lake
Osprey Lake

1346.15
1345.86

Whitefish Lake
Grindstone Lake
Little Grindstone Lake
LCO
Little LCO
Billy Boy Flowage
Little Sissabagama
Mud Lake
Sissabagama Lake
Sand Lake
Upper Holly Lake

1288.0
1288.8
1288.4
1288.0
1288.0
1288.0
1335.31
1320.71
1320.71
1301.6
1300.0

Observation Notes

100 year Event
w/ Clear
100 year w/
Proposed 100 100 year Event 100 year Event 100 year Event
USGS "Normal"
100 -Year RFE
Event w/ NN
Channel to
Proposed 100 Year RFE w/
w/ Dam at Sill
w/ Dam at Sill
w/ Dam gone
Water Surface
w/ clear channel
Osprey, Dam
Culverts
Year RFE
clear channel to
(no boards or and NN Culverts and NN Culverts
Elevation
to Osprey
Removed (as
Gone, and NN
LCO
sediment)
Removed
Removed
Culverts
Natural Channel)
Removed

Highest recorded (1943, 1944, 1945);1347.0
recorded during CTH B culvert installation
(1942)
Based on measured slope from Little Round
Lake to Osprey Lake

1346

1346.98

1346.97

1346.97

1346.97

1346.97

1346.96

1346.95

1346.95

1346
1344

1346.97
1346.53

1346.97
1346.44

1346.97
1346.44

1346.97
1346.14

1346.97
1346.59

1346.95
1346.21

1346.94
1346.31

1346.93
1346.34

Highest recorded = 1287.9 (1981)
Value is highest recorded (1969)

1288
1287

Value is highest recorded (1974, 2002)
Value is highest recorded (1974, 2002)
Highest recorded = 1287.8 (1933)
Value is highest recorded (1974)
Value is from Sissabagama Lake
Value is highest recorded (2002)
Value is highest recorded (1973)
Limited data available; USGS quad value used

1287
1287

1290.55
1289.52
1289.31
1289.19
1289.48
1289.50

1290.55
1289.52
1289.31
1289.19
1289.48
1289.50

1290.55
1289.52
1289.31
1289.19
1289.48
1289.50

1336.12*
1322.41*
1321.37*
1303.76
1302.92

1336.12*
1322.41*
1321.37*
1303.76
1302.92

1336.12*
1322.41*
1321.37*
1303.76
1302.92

1290.55
1289.52
1289.31
1289.19
1289.48
1289.50
1336.12*
1322.41*
1321.37*
1303.76
1302.92

1290.55
1289.52
1289.31
1289.19
1289.48
1289.50
1336.12*
1322.41*
1321.37*
1303.76
1302.92

1290.55
1289.52
1289.31
1289.19
1289.48
1289.50
1336.12*
1322.41*
1321.37*
1303.76
1302.92

1290.55
1289.52
1289.31
1289.19
1289.48
1289.50
1336.12*
1322.41*
1321.37*
1303.76
1302.92

1290.55
1289.52
1289.31
1289.19
1289.48
1289.50
1336.12*
1322.41*
1321.37*
1303.76
1302.92

1335
1320
1300
1300

* Accepted by WDNR
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The recommendations in this report are thus intended to minimize negative
impacts of the things we cannot control, low gradient and climate, using the
following philosophy:
at high lake elevations we want to maximize the amount of water passing
through the system,
at low lake elevations we want to minimize the water passing, or hold as
much water in the system as possible.
The beaver dams in Osprey Creek have a large influence on the Round Lake
Chain elevation due to the backwater they cause. To be effective, any active
management of the Little Round Lake Dam boards would require the
removal of beaver dams between Osprey Lake and County Round NN and
the eradication of the beavers responsible for the dams. Continual monitoring
and maintenance of the channel to prevent the industrious animals from
returning would also be required. This may not be a viable option for various
reasons. Additionally, beaver dams are not “permanent” as they can be
washed away or abandoned by their builders, and the structural height
continually varies. The following recommendations are based on the
assumption that the beaver dams may come and go.
7.2

Recommendations – Hydraulic Controls
The current low water control of Round Lake is dependant on the beaver
dams. With the beaver dams near current heights and the assumption they do
not leak, the low water control of the current beaver dam would be
acceptable. However, the beaver dams in reality leak, and as stated earlier
their presence or absence in the system is not reliable. If the current beaver
dams are leaking or fail, a structural low water control would be needed to
reliably maintain the Round Lake elevations near the 1941 ordered normal
water surface elevation of 1344.75 feet (77.0 feet local datum). This control
could be below Osprey Lake, mimicking the beaver dams by raising Osprey
Lake and creating a backwater control of Round and Little Round or at the
outlet of Little Round and only impact Round Lake. In the case of a control
below Osprey Lake, dam permitting, including flood easements would be
required, as the structure would be raising the 100-year flood elevation of
Osprey Lake.
Using the current Little Round Lake Dam as a low water control would work
on the low end, but the dam opening is undersized for high water events. The
constriction of the current dam is the limiting factor controlling the rate water
can be passed out of Round and Little Round Lake during times of high
water elevation. (If water can get through the dam opening, the rest of the
system can usually pass it.)
To maximize the amount of water leaving Round and Little Round Lake
during times of high lake levels, thus increasing the rate that available
storage is returned to the system and minimizing the chance of flooding, the
Little Round Lake Dam constriction should be eliminated. As an example, at
a lake elevation of 1346 feet (with no boards in place), 53 cfs is currently
passing as opposed to 59 cfs that could be passed if the constriction was
eliminated. At this elevation, the lake would drain 10% faster without the
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constriction. That percentage increases with higher lake stages and decreases
with lower lake stages.
In order to maintain the Round Lake elevations at lower stages, we
recommend a longer weir replace the current structure as the low water
control. (A longer weir would allow for a larger increase in flow with the
same rise in Little Round Lake elevations.) In order to maximize the ability
of Round Lake to drain, the new weir capacity should be designed to meet or
exceed the capacity of the downstream controls (the Osprey Creek channel
and CTH NN culverts for higher flows) for flows above the acceptable
“normal” lake water surface elevation. A notch in the weir designed to
provide “run of the river” low flows would be required, thus avoiding the
“stealing” of water from Osprey Lake and the downstream watershed during
extreme low flow periods.
Even with the larger capacity weir, backwater from beaver dams could still
be the controlling factor if beaver dams have a greater structural height than
the weir. The possibility of removing or reducing structural height of the
beaver dams when their backwater impacts begin to increase the risk of
flooding on Round Lake should be discussed with the Tribe. A minimum
beaver dam elevation that is acceptable with the design of the weir should be
set and active control of the beavers instigated when their dam heights
exceed that elevation. That elevation would be based on the structural height
that backwater would begin impacting the weir.
Additionally, since the CTH NN culverts create backwater, the State of
Wisconsin administrative rules require the CTH NN culverts either be
lowered, or their capacity increased so their hydraulic capacity is that of the
natural channel for all flow up to and including the 100-year event.
Alternately, the culverts can be permitted as a dam. Either alternative would
have impact on Round Lake elevations only at the highest lake stages, as
backwater effects from CTH NN only become an issue on Round and Little
Round Lakes at elevation of about 1345.75 feet which is associated with
flows near the 100-year event. Lowering the culverts and increasing the
hydraulic capacity would also reduce the risk of flooding, as compared to
permitting the structure as a dam.
7.3
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Recommendations – Other
Due to the importance of storage in the system, the extent to which the risk
of flooding would change for any of the structural changes recommended in
this report will be based on the change in flow rate associated with the
structural change and the timing/frequency of the rain events. Current
research shows that climate has changed in the Upper Midwest, and
throughout North America. The actual total precipitation is similar, but rain
events have noticeably become more intense and shorter duration, versus the
longer duration “soaker” type events. Additionally, changes in the Round
Lake drainage basin with development have increased the impervious surface
and increased runoff. Both factors result in more runoff in a shorter time
period reaching the lake. Since the capacity to get rid of water from the
Round Lake system is so limited, this change in the runoff pattern may have
a much greater impact on the Round Lake Chain than on a system with the
ability to pass massive amounts of water quickly down stream. Climate
A-SAWYE0702.00
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changes are not controllable, but every effort should be made to reduce
runoff in the Round Lake Chain watersheds. Ordinances limiting
imperviousness and runoff are recommended.
Finally, care should be taken to consider the impacts of draining too much
water from the system too quickly. Draining water away quickly during high
water conditions results in less available water in storage for low runoff
conditions. The more accepting that lake residents are to changing water
surface elevations of the lakes, the more use of storage can be made.
However, any storage of water in the system increases the risk of flooding.
Since the risk of damage from high lake levels is far more significant that
that of low lake levels, erroring on the side of passing the most water is
prudent. The current whole lake management planning effort that includes
the biological effects of water level change need to be conserved in making
final decisions on the level of hydraulic control warranted. The proposed
structural change at the Little Round Lake Dam outlet should consider these
issues.
The design should maximize flow at extremely high water conditions,
minimize flow to natural “run of the river” at low water conditions, but
weigh the need for a balance of flood control and storage for low water
times. The final design will need to consider the level acceptance of the
County, Tribe, State, and lake residents to the consequences of manipulating
hydraulic controls in the system. This report gives the group an
understanding of the controls and associated lake elevations, so informed
decisions can be made in the ongoing Round Lake Chain management
planning process.
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Appendix A
Photo Log

Upstream face of CTH B bridge between Round Lake and Little Round Lake
November 2006

Downstream side of CTH B bridge
November 2006
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Upstream face of Little Round Lake Dam (note gage on right wingwall)
November 2006

Sill of Little Round Lake Dam
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Osprey Creek channel looking downstream from Little Round Lake Dam
Spring 2002

Beaver dam in Osprey Creek between Osprey Lake and CTH NN culverts
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Looking upstream from right (north) side of beaver/debris dam at Osprey Lake outlet
October 2002

Osprey Creek looking downstream from CTH NN
October 2002
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Osprey Creek culverts at CTH NN
October 2002

CTH NN roadway at Osprey Creek
November 2006
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Osprey Creek looking downstream of CTH NN culverts
October 2002

Osprey Creek at old Snowmobile Bridge (near Green Lake)
November 2006
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Figures
Figure 1 – Study Area
Figure 2 – Transect Location Overview Map
Figure 3 – Cross Section Modifications at County NN Culverts
Figure 4 – Model Results of Osprey Lake Hydraulic Controls
Figure 5 – Model Results of Round and Little Round Lake Hydraulic Controls

Appendix B
Transect Location Maps and Data

